A Multi Layer Display (MLD) is a novel device which allows content to be shown on different depth planes. Earlier research indicates that stereoscopic depth information can be beneficial in visual search tasks. This has not yet been explored for this new display technology. In this paper we present the results of an experiment to explore how the actual depth information afforded by a two layer MLD affects visual search task performance. We found that placing distracters and targets on different depth layers can significantly improve performance in complex search tasks. We discuss these findings and provide suggestions on how to arrange the stimuli across the two layers in order to get the full benefit of the depth information.
INTRODUCTION
A Multi Layer Display (MLD) [6] , is a unique device in which two or more LCD displays are stacked on top of each other separated by a transparent layer. For example, figure 1 shows a two layer display which allows visual information to be presented on two different physical layers. Information that is displayed on the back screen is visible through the front screen. Compared to other technologies that use stereoscopic depth cues, MLDs show actual depth created by the physical separation of the two screens.
Although there are a variety of potential applications, there needs to be a better understanding of the unique display properties of MLDs and how they relate to human perception.
More specifically, we need to understand how the visual depth created by the overlapping LCDs affects user performance, and therefore how users can benefit from showing information across multiple layers in depth. Although human perception has been comprehensively studied with interfaces using stereoscopic depth or other simulated depth cues, few studies have explored such issues with actual depth.
Figure 1. Construction of a Multi Layer Display [6]
In our research we reviewed work from different fields (e.g. CHI, human factors, and cognitive psychology), particularly in the areas of visual search, vigilance, alerting, and target discrimination, to study how the depth information may affect performance. We identified visual search as an important task in fields such as gaming, medicine, air traffic control, emergency dispatch, and engineering, where operators have to deal with visually complex scenarios and quickly and reliably extract relevant information.
The affordances of a MLD [9] imply that the it has the potential to improve various aspects of visual information search and detection. However, only some of these affordances have been explored with formal user studies. In general this earlier research suggested that depth information can be valuable in complex search tasks. However, these areas have not been explored in detail with a MLD.
An advantage of a MLD is that for the user to perceive depth, no additional apparatus is needed such as glasses (e.g. polarised, coloured) or mirror setups to separate views. This can be an important factor for certain tasks or workplace setups where the use of such additional equipment is either inconvenient or can hinder task execution. Thus it seems important to review related research and evaluate the depth display properties of MLDs and their effect on human perception in more detail.
RELATED WORK

Multi Layer Displays
Aboelsaadat and Balakrishnan [1] investigated issues surrounding interference in the context of one layer versus two layer displays with a Stroop test. They found that performance using two layer displays degrades when the stimuli compete for user attention. For non-spatially overlapping stimuli, performance is dependent on the assignment of stimuli to various layers, with the single layer display equalling or outperforming the two layer display in all cases.
As Wickens and Hollands [8] point out, in displays designed to facilitate parallel processing it is sometimes difficult to narrow the focus of attention and shut out unwanted inputs, in this case the distracting stimuli. However, depth cues can be used to assist with focusing on relevant information. They found that search times were shorter for targets separated in depth. This suggests that detection times can be improved if a target and distracter can be separated in depth. The experiment of Hayes, Wong, and Moores [3] indicates that the MLD can offer benefits in helping users to focus on relevant information, and reducing visual clutter while still retaining all the information necessary for maintaining awareness of the overall situation.
Wong et al. [10] explored the effectiveness of using depth and alpha-blending with varying levels of transparency to create a sense of visual depth, while comparing objects presented on both layers of a two layer MLD to a control condition using a Single Layer Display (SLD). They found that under easy task conditions there was no difference in performance between MLD and SLD conditions. However, under more complex conditions, such as the need to perform cognitively more demanding comparisons, the MLD showed significant improvements over the SLD.
Visual search
Search for a single feature is conducted in parallel [7] and search times are independent of the number of stimuli presented on the screen. In conjunction searches the search for targets is based on differences in more than one dimension (e.g. colour and shape). If the number of distracters is increased a corresponding increase in search time can be observed as people have to serially search the display.
Results from Nakayama and Silverman [5] suggest that depth might play a different role in visual search compared to other visual features. The visual system might use depth to segregate the visual array into depth planes. In their experiments they found that conjunctive tasks combining stereoscopic disparity with either colour or motion were qualitatively different from motion-colour searches. The observers had the distinct impression that each plane could be searched effortlessly. Correspondingly, the reaction time functions for each of these searches were constant over set sizes. This implies that the visual system can perform a parallel search in one depth plane without interference from target-like distracters in another depth plane.
Moore et. al. [4] replicated Nakayama and Silverman's findings of efficient search performance for a depth and colour conjunction search. De la Rosa et al. [2] investigated perceptual grouping in conjunction searches and compared search performance of conjunctive searches (stereoscopic depth and colour) using two different search displays (consisting of two or six depth planes). Response times across display conditions and set sizes did not differ significantly. Results of this study imply that conjunctive search using stereoscopic depth is more effortless.
This research shows that stereoscopic depth can improve search performance in more complex search tasks. In the next section we present a study to investigate if and how different stimulus arrangements on a two layer MLD affect human performance in visual search tasks.
VISUAL SEARCH EXPERIMENT
Participants
Twenty university students (8 female, 12 male) aged between 18 and 46 years participated in the study. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. Outliers (values of any variable more than 1.5*IQR (Interquartile Range)) were not included in the analysis.
Materials
Equipment: Stimuli were presented on a 17 inch two layer MLD set at a resolution of 1024 x 768 (per screen). An X-keys USB programmable keyboard (20-keys) was used for input.
Stimuli:
The stimuli were targets and distracters 30x30 pixels in size which differed in colour (red, blue), shape (circle, triangle), and depth (front, back layer) or a combination of these features (see Figure 2) . The number of stimuli varied between 15, 30, and 45 objects and were presented in such a way that they did not overlap each other. The positions of the targets and distracters on the display were generated randomly. 
Design
The user's task in the experiments was to detect a single red circle in all conditions. The single search conditions were colour (single layer; all stimuli were shown on the MLDs front layer; distracters: blue circles), shape (single layer, distracters: red triangles), and depth (target on the front layer; distracters (red circles) on the back layer). For the conjunction searches different feature combinations were realized:
• colour + shape (cs): blue circles, red triangles, and target (red circle) all shown on the front layer • colour + depth: o red circles on the back layer; red triangles and target (red circle) on the front layer (sd) o red circles and triangles on the back layer; target (red circle) on the front layer-(sd(tf)) • colour + shape + depth (csd): red circles, red triangles and blue circles on the back layer; target (red circle) on the front layer Each of these conditions included a block of 15 practice trials and a block of 60 actual trials. Whether the target was present or not and the set size (15, 30, 45 stimuli) were manipulated pseudo randomly within the blocks (balanced number of 'stimulus present' and set sizes across the blocks). Thus for each condition and set size the participants responded to 10 trials with and 10 trials without the stimulus which resulted in 540 data points overall per subject.
The participants were told to work as fast as possible and at the same time to make as few errors as possible. They were asked to press a specific button if they thought the target was present and another button for not present. We used reaction times and the percentage of correct answers as experimental metrics.
Results
The first step was to compare the slopes of the reaction times for the different conditions (see Figure 3) . The colour only condition (c) showed the flattest slope and the shape + depth (sd) condition the steepest. Reaction times in the sd condition rose by 16.65 msec with each additional item in the search display whereas in the c condition they stayed practically the same. Slopes were compared with pair wise T-tests (with Bonferroni adjustment). The slopes of all single searches differed significantly from the 'colour depth' (cd) and 'shape depth' (sd) slopes (all p < .05). The c and s conditions also differed from 'colour shape' (cs) (p < .01). The slopes of conjunction searches where only the target was in the front layer were relatively flat and did not differ from the slopes of the single search conditions. The conditions with only the target in the front layer ('colour depth' (cd(tf)) and 'shape depth' (sd(tf))) each had significantly flatter slopes than their counterparts in which also distracters were in the front (p < .05).
For the reaction times (see Table 1 ) a 9 (conditions) by 3 (15, 30, 45 objects) within subjects ANOVA was computed. The main effects (condition: F 3.80, 53.13 = 47.37, p < .01; number of objects: F 1.51, 21.12 = 98.10, p < .01) and the interaction (F 10.49, 146.83 = 17.00, p < .01) showed significant results. In condition c participants showed the fastest overall reaction time and the post hoc analysis 1 showed that this condition differed significantly from all the others. The two conjunction searches with distracters on both the back and the front layers (cd and sd) showed the longest reaction times. In the same search conditions (tf) with only the target on the front layer, participants reacted significantly faster. Search times in the tf conditions were slightly but not significantly higher than the c and s single searches and even slightly but again not significantly lower than search times for the single depth condition. Depth only and cs conditions showed similar mean search times. The d condition was only faster than the sd condition.
The mean search time for the combination of all three stimulus dimensions csd was similar to that of the s condition and significantly different from all the others. Only in the c condition did the participants reacted significantly faster. 
DISCUSSION
In this experiment we explored if the depth-information provided by the MLD could improve performance in visual search tasks. This assumption was partially substantiated. In conjunction searches the depth information improved performance. However, one has to be careful how to arrange the stimuli. We found that putting only the target on the front layer allows the users to perform the search task more effectively.
Reaction times for the colour and shape only conditions stayed almost the same when the number of distracters in the display was increased. There was a small increase in reaction time in the depth only condition (3.39 msec for each additional stimulus) but the slope was quite flat. This shows that participants performed parallel searches in the single search conditions.
The colour-shape conjunction search and the colour-depth and shape-depth search conditions with distracters in the front and back layer showed much steeper slopes. This indicates that the participants were performing serial searches in these conditions. However, if distracters were presented on the back layer and only the target on the front, the slopes were flatter. Thus we could replicate Nakayama and Silvermans' findings [5] for the conditions with only the target on the front layer. Even in the condition with three stimulus dimensions (colour, shape and depth) the slope was quite flat. The participants obviously did not have to search the whole display in a serial search. Alternatively, having distracters on both layers, which is similar to Nakayama and Silverman's experimental setup [5] , did not lead to a parallel search. Displaying only the target on the front layer and the distracters on the back seems to make the target more salient [8] and hence easier to detect.
Colour and shape single searches could be performed relatively quickly. However, in the depth single search condition reaction times were higher and similar to a colour and shape conjunction search. In single searches (only one stimulus dimension) colour or shape seems to help the participants better to distinguish the target from distracters. The participants also searched efficiently when all the stimulus dimensions of colour, shape and depth were combined. Search times in this condition were similar to shape only searches and faster than all except the colour-only condition.
Search times in conjunction searches with distracters in both layers were high. Reaction times in these conjunction searches were significantly faster when only the target was displayed on the front screen. However, it is interesting that participants showed higher reaction times in the depth only condition compared to the csd condition. In both conditions only one stimulus (the target) was on the front layer. Having distracters that differed from the target not only in depth but also colour and shape seemed to make the search task easier.
The conditions with only the target on the front layer produced results with a relatively high accuracy. Thus, compared to having distracters in both layers, putting just the target on the front layer and distracters on the back layer seemed to help the participants to judge more accurately whether the target was present or not.
CONCLUSION
Our results show that using the depth information provided by a MLD can increase search performance in relatively complex searches. This suggests that the depth information helps users to visually distinguish the target from the distracting stimuli. This indicates that the depth afforded by MLDs can support users in visually complex environments. We could replicate the results of prior studies that used stereoscopic displays for search tasks.
Hence the MLD presents itself as feasible option for these types of tasks in various application areas, especially because there is no need for additional equipment to perceive depth.
We provided initial evidence about how the actual depth display properties of MLDs can influence human perception but further research is needed. Future studies might involve similar experimental setups using other stimulus combinations not included in our studies.
